
ADAPTIVE CLOTHING

DESCRIPTION: A common problem shared by many aging and disabled 
adults is the act of getting dressed and undressed either by themselves 
or with the help of a caretaker. This can be the result of a physical disa-
bility, chronic condition, or other restrictions that may come with age or 
some diseases.

PROJECT: Adaptive clothing would be specifically designed with these 
problems in mind and their evolution through time. Finding adapted 
clothing isn’t impossible but it’s hard, so the creation of a known plat-
form would be useful for the customers, their caretakers and everyone 
involved in the care of these persons.

OBJECTIVE: The clothing and platform would make it easier to find ap-
propriate clothing, getting dressed and undressed would be easier and 
they would be able to maintain their independence longer.

TARGET AUDIENCE: Elderly and disabled adults

ATTITUDE: Innovative, elegant, classic, fun, clean, easy

REFERENCES: Designed to care (http://www.designedtocare.co.uk/t-
adaptive_clothing.aspx), Silvert’s (https://www.silverts.com/?adv=-
CARV), Izzy Camilleri - IZ COLLECTION (http://www.izzycamilleri.com/
galleries/iz-collection/), Able2Wear (https://www.able2wear.co.uk/), 
Adaptations by Brian (https://www.adaptationsbyadrian.com/), Easy 
Access (http://www.easyaccessclothing.com/)

28 JANUARY : Presentation of the work -> approach of possible concepts
4 FEBRUARY: Presentation of concepts pre client meeting
18 FEBRUARY: Presentation of initial concepts
11 MARCH: Concepts well on their way -> finalisation
25 MARCH: Presentation to client



ADAPTIVE CLOTHING

- Velcro-type closures, side zips with easy to grasp pull tags or 
pop-fasteners instead of buttons

- Should be able to slip the clothing on and fasten it from the 
front, back or side: less intrusive for the person and less likely 
to tire their caretakers (no more lifting and hoisting)

- Open back clothes provide direct access to incontinence 
pads, while our side zip bottoms are easy to rip off in a rush

- All arm and leg openings should be slightly larget than 
conventional clothing

- Comfortable, soft and warm, ability to breathe, wrinkle re-
sistance and durability -> natural and synthetic blends, must 
withstand commercial washing

- Lap-over back style garments with snaps for those who can-
not raise their arms

- Shoes with velcro-type closures instead of laces

- Slippers that adjust in width to accommodate swollen feet 
and ankles

- Shoes and slippers with good grasp on the floor to avoid 
slipping on sleek surfaces, notable care home’s and nursing 
home’s floors

-Braille perhaps? On name tags to help with colours when 
there is visual impairment



DESIGNED TO CARE

- Their website is at the image of their clothing, ageing, 
bland and not attractive in the slightest
- Very little choice in each category (5 shirts for women)
- Some prices are low, some are high, not really an in-
between price
- No variations whatsoever, simple, minimalist, looks like 
bland hospital clothes, might suit for elderly people but 
what about sick people in their mid-40s?
- Very few textures, cotton mostly
- For men they have three sub-categories: Nightwear, 
shirts and trousers.
- No jackets, no sweatshirts etc ...
- Are those suitable for people in wheelchairs?

- They have a category specifically for hospital wear (it consists 
mainly of what was in the nightwear section though)

- It’s durable and easy to put on and/or pull off

- They have a great explanation section, despite a few repetitions, 
with a sizing guide, frequently asked questions but also an explana-
tion of how open back and zip clothing help.

- They also have an explanation of how adaptive clothing could help 
specific diseases such as Alzheimer, Parkinson, Arthritis and so on.

Drop front trousers (on the 
right)



SILVERT’S

- Better website than Designed to Care, des-
pite it still being slightly outdated

- More categories, and products (clothing but 
also socks and footwear)

- They have a catalog

- You can shop by clothing types (indepedent 
or assisted clothing), shop by condition (Al-
zheimer, Diabetes, Nursing Home etc ...)

- Blogs and videos to explain how to put on 
certain garments, how to measure your bra 
sze per example etc ... Helpful resources and 
tips -> They help the patients by also the 
caretakers, friends and family members on 
how to take care of them, they explain myths 
etc ...

- They have programs to expand their line, 
appear in North American stores, and pro-
mote adaptive clothing

- Links to social media, subscription possible

- Large different types of clothing, plus size, 
slip resistant socks, a lot of choice inside 
those sub-categories (much more fun), 
however slightly expensive



IZZY CAMILLERI

IZ Collection (only wheelchairs)

- Clear, elegant website, brief explanation of the collection and then 
photos of the campaign which are clear and beautiful

The IZ clothing collection is a 
line of fashionable and functional 
clothing, created to make wheel-
chair users look and feel ama-
zing. The collection has signa-
ture cuts and styles for a seated 
body, which fit better, look nicer, 
and feel more comfortable than 
standard mainstream clothing, 
all without interfering with wheel-
chair mechanics.

They use quality fabrics, which 
have been selected for stretch 
and durability. IZ garments are 
created ethically in customized 
studios, where every consi-
deration is made so that the 
end-user gets the best possible 
product and service.



ABLE2WEAR

Focuses mainly on wheelchair

- Looks like a website you would ex-
pect from Aldi and co

- A standard help section, less exten-
sive than Silvert’s

- They offer clothing, waterproof clo-
thing, gloves, shoes, mugs, belts, clip 
on ties etc ...

- More materials

- Very expensive

- No shirts, or things other than trou-
sers, shoes and accessories

- Mostly very masculine cuts and 
bland colours with no detail whatsoe-
ver



ADAPTATIONS BY ADRIAN

Focuses on wheelchair

Adaptations by Adrian offers a wide range of clothing and accessories. Unique items, such as the 
bus pass/cell phone holder, arm warmers, swimsuits, and stylish boots can be found there, made for 
people of all ages. They offer variety of special needs clothing including fashionable adult bibs and 
clothing protectors, back-opening wheelchair shirts and wheelchair jackets, hook and loop closures 
on wheelchair pants and lounge-wear, wheelchair capes and accessories, as well as specialized foot 
and winter wear.

- Nice website, clear and inviting

- Social media

- Lots of colour

- A lot of different types of products, including toys

- However, few items in the categories



EASY ACCESS

Easy Access makes adaptable clothing for men, women, and children. Clothing in a variety of styles, 
colors, and fabrics, have been chosen to increase independence, maintain dignity, and make the 
wearer look good.

- The website is absolutely deplorable

- They customise their clothes to fit different disa-
bilities 
 
- They do women, men and children

- Few choices

- Expensive clothing

- No proper and helpful visualisation



TOMMY HILFIGER

- So much choice for women, men, girls and 
boys

- Nothing is visible

- Nice, elegant clothing

- Diversity in materials and patterns

- A bit expensive but it’s to be expected



1st concept - Fashion with func-
tion.

Come up with designs centered 
around function while retaining 
the luxuries of clothing for able 
people-materials, patterns, cuts 
etc ...

Turn towards better and more 
diverse, yet resistant, materials, 
incorporate more fantasy in the 
designs and still make it practical.

Basically a brand which faithfully 
and efficiently represent these 
people without restraining them.



Billy Footwear






